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Wishlist
The world’s best cycling kit

Museeuw MF-1  
£6,199.99    $5,999.99 (frameset 
with ISP)
The MF-1 is the top model in the latest range 
named after the Lion of Flanders, 1996 world 
champion Johan Museeuw. The exclusive 
flaxcarbon frame is made with a 50/50 
composite of natural flax fibres and carbon 
that claims to deliver up to 20 per cent more 
vibration absorption than is possible with 
carbon alone. Other features include internal 
cable routing, BB30 and an aero seat-tube. 
UK models use regular seatposts rather than 
integrated ones. The MF-1 runs Campagnolo 
Super Record 11, a BB30 crankset and 
finishing kit from FSA.

www.museeuwbikes.be



 Polar CS500 CAD computer    
£269.50    $359.95 
The CS500’s unique feature is its clever 
rocker switch. Tap either side of it and the 
whole unit tilts fractionally on its base to 
scroll functions. It’s well weighted, so won’t 
set itself off over bumps, yet is easier to hit 
than a small button when you’re busy in  
the bunch. Its many functions include an 
altimeter with gradient calculator, a power 
output sensor, data recorder, PC link and  
the full range of heart-rate functions. Also 
available without the cadence sensor. 

www.polar.fi

 Easton EC90 Attack TT 
adjustable aero bars  
£499.99   $649.95
A wide range of positions can be achieved 
with the micro-adjustable EC90 Attack TT 
bar. The extensions telescope and rotate 
when the locking collets are released and the 
pads have sideways adjustment for elbow 
spacing. Cables route internally through the 
carbon monocoque base bar with multiple 
exits to suit different frames. The Attack TT 
bar is used by the BMC Racing Team.

www.eastonbike.com
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Pro-Lite Gavia wheelsets 
£699.99    $999 each
The Gavia range prioritises efficient 
power transfer, with a patented Bolzano 
hub that’s claimed to significantly reduce 
power losses by aligning the spokes with 
the torque forces. Plus, the small amount 
of extra weight is said to be easily offset 
by the added power that reaches the tyre, 
creating claimed gains of up to 89 
seconds in a 50km time trial. The wheels 
are still respectably light at 756g for the 
front and 928g for the rear in full carbon  
50mm tubular form. Gavia wheelsets are 
available in 38, 50 and 90mm rim depths, 
for clincher or tubular and Shimano or 
Campagnolo. The clincher version has  
the option of an alloy braking surface.

www.pro-lite.net



Oakley BMX Chrome  
Radar Path 
£285    $350
BMX Chrome is Oakley’s new limited edition 
range ‘designed to honour our two wheeled 
history’ with chrome frames and bright 
colour details, just like the bikes of our youth. 
Available as Jawbones or the Radar Path 
model pictured – the first sample in the UK – 
the BMX Chrome edition is a strictly limited 
release with restricted distribution. They 
come in a presentation case with three 
Hydrophobic-coated lenses and three pairs 
of coordinated Earsocks. They debuted at  
the Tour of California, and many top riders 
will be wearing them this July.

www.oakley.com 
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FSA K-Force Light Compact 
MegaExo crankset  
£529.95    $749.99  
Hollow monocoque composite crank  
arms keep the weight of this crankset  
down to 596g without a bottom bracket. 
That’s lighter than Campagnolo’s Super 
Record and Shimano’s Dura-Ace. Ceramic 
MegaExo bearings in the bottom bracket 
provide virtually friction-free running and 
long life. Standard and compact sizes are 
available, both with crank lengths of 170– 
172.5–175mm. This year, FSA cranksets are 
most visible in the pro peloton on the side  
of the ISD-Neri team’s Cipollini bikes.

www.fullspeedahead.com



Gaerne Carbon G.Myst  
Plus shoes  £239.99    $449.95
The new 2010 G.Myst Plus is worn by 
Damiano Cunego and his Lampre 
team-mates, with a team edition 
colourway on offer alongside the  
white and black options. The upper of the 
shoe is fully-ventilated with perforations 
and there are moulded channels in the 
injection-moulded heel cup to stop 
deformation and weakening. A secure  
fit is assured by the 2D Micro Adjustable 
buckle, which has separate tension and 
release levers, plus dual Velcro straps  
with ratcheted locators and Heel Grip Plus 
material inside the heel cup. The Efficient 
Pedalling System carbon sole has a new 
gloss finish and is said to provide 
complete stiffness.

www.gaerne.com
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